This paper examines how domestic holdings of government debt affect sovereign default risk and government debt management. I develop a dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model with both external and domestic debt that endogenously generates output contraction upon default. Domestic holdings of government debt weaken investors' balance sheets and induce a contraction of credit and output upon default. I calibrate the model to the Argentinean economy and show that the model reproduces key empirical moments. Introducing domestic debt also yields relevant normative implications. While domestic debt is crucial to determining the risk of default, the efficient internal-external composition of debt cannot be achieved without government intervention. Pigouvian subsidies can restore efficiency.
Introduction
Understanding why countries default is central to studying the sustainability of government debt. The scholarly literature has focused on two factors to explain default episodes: external debt size and business cycle fluctuations. Equally important, however, is the internal-external composition of debt. 1 Reinhart and Rogoff (2008) highlight the importance of domestic debt. They study domestic debt dynamics from 1914 to 2007 in a sample of 64 countries and find a "forgotten history of domestic debt". While domestic debt is relevant to understand sovereign default episodes, very little research has been devoted to it. My paper fills this gap in the literature by incorporating domestic debt in the sovereign default literature.
Four key empirical regularities demonstrate the importance of domestic debt. (i) Domestic debt is large and constitutes the largest fraction of government debt. (ii) Contrary to conventional wisdom, domestic lenders are not junior to external lenders. Outright defaults on domestic debt happen frequently. (iii) Output contracts more around domestic defaults than around external defaults (iv), as does credit. Based on these regularities pertaining to domestic debt, I construct a dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model with endogenous default riská la Eaton and Gersovitz (1981) that incorporates domestic debt and thereby rationalizes the four empirical regularities.
The theoretical model is composed of four sectors: a benevolent government, households, firms, and international investors. Households purchase domestic bonds and use them to store liquidity. As in Holmstrom and Tirole (1998) and Gennaioli et al. (2014) , liquidity from the maturing bonds is transferred from households to firms that are subject to a working capital constraint and require credit to finance a fraction of their wage payments. Finally, the price of government debt is determined by international investors that have access to both government debt and a risk-free asset. Within this framework, I show that the introduction of domestic debt has important positive and normative implications.
My main contributions are three. First, while standard sovereign default models (i.e. Arellano, 2008, Aguiar and Gopinath, 2006 ) assume exogenous output costs upon default, the study of domestic debt allows me to illustrate an endogenous mechanism linking sovereign defaults and output contractions through the credit market, which is consistent with the empirics. In this mechanism, sovereign defaults weaken investors' balance sheets causing a contraction of credit and a fall in output. The output contraction strengthens with exposure to domestic debt. 2 Consequently, domestic debt reduces government incentives to default, making government debt more sustainable. Large domestic holdings of government debt are associated with low default risk and high debt to GDP ratios.
Second, I calibrate the model to Argentina. Quantitative models of sovereign default have difficulties in matching simultaneously the high default rates and the high debt-to-GDP ratios observed in the data. When simulated default rates are realistically high, the simulated debt-to-GDP ratios are excessively low and vice versa. The disciplinary role of domestic debt reduces the tension between the size of government debt and the incidence of defaults and improves the quantitative performance of sovereign default models.
Third, the inclusion of domestic debt leads to interesting normative implications. I underline the crucial role of debt composition in determining the default risk and investigate whether markets can autonomously achieve the efficient composition of debt. I find that whenever domestic investors take government debt prices as given, the competitive equilibrium is not efficient. Domestic investors consume too much and lend too little to the government. Suboptimal debt composition also affects the management of aggregate government debt, which is also found to be inefficiently low. Efficiency can be restored by introducing a Pigouvian subsidy that incentivizes domestic purchases of government bonds.
My work is closely related to Arellano (2008) and Aguiar and Gopinath (2006) , which build on the seminal work of Eaton and Gersovitz (1981) and propose models of sovereign default that match key moments in the data. In this paper, I also develop a theoretical model of sovereign default that is employed to match the evolution of the Argentinean economy from 1980 to 2001. My paper also relates to the literature on the interplay of sovereign defaults, financial intermediaries, and the credit market. Gennaioli et al. (2014) , Bolton and Jeanne (2011), Brutti (2011), Bocola (2015) , and Sosa-Padilla (2014) develop quantitative models of sovereign default studying the relation between sovereign defaults and the banking sector. 3 My paper builds on this literature, assigning a crucial role to the interaction between the sovereign debt market and the credit market. Specifically, in my model, sovereign defaults cause a contraction of the credit supply and ultimately a contraction of output. My paper departs from this literature as it studies both domestic and external debt within a single framework and investigates the normative implications of such extension. Firstly, my paper highlights the importance of debt composition to determine the default risk. Secondly, I claim that government intervention is needed to achieve the efficient equilibrium.
My paper also relates to the work of Broner et al. (2010) , which argues that the presence of complete secondary markets for government debt, paired with the ability of the government to distinguish between domestic and foreign lenders, can rationalize the existence of government debt even in the absence of default costs. 4 In my work, I also emphasize the crucial role of domestic debt determining default risk and default costs. However, my paper departs from Broner et al. (2010) in that it does not aim to rationalize the existence of government debt but rather aims to study the quantitative and normative implications of the existence of domestic debt.
Finally, my paper also relates to the literature on externalities in small open economies. Mendoza and Bianchi (2010) show that sudden stop episodes are explained by excessive borrowings. Agents fail to internalize the consequences of their own actions on borrowing terms and borrow too much. In this paper, I show that a similar mechanism applies to the sovereign debt market, but with different implications. Whenever domestic investors are too small to internalize the impact of their purchases on borrowing terms, domestic investors consume too much and lend too little to the government. Governments, thus, borrow too little from abroad and default too often. Efficiency can be restored by subsidizing domestic purchases of government bonds. 5 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some stylized facts about the relationship between sovereign defaults and domestic debt. Section 3 introduces the theoretical model. Section 4 formally defines the competitive equilibrium for the model economy. Section 5 defines the constraint efficient equilibrium and discusses the existence of a pecuniary externality in the economy. Section 6 explains the calibration of the model. also develop models that link default costs to bank holdings of government debt. 4 The argument is very intuitive. Efficient secondary markets can be used to transfer government bond holdings from foreign lenders to domestic ones if the government decides to default. If this is the case, an altruistic government never defaults and the existence of government debt is justified. 5 Na et al. (2015) also highlight the existence of a pecuniary externality in a model with defaultable debt. In their model, however, debt is issued by domestic households and purchased by external agents. As a result, the direction of the externality is the opposite. Domestic investors issue too much debt. Section 7 investigates dynamics in the competitive equilibrium. Section 8 discusses the normative implications of the introduction of domestic debt. Section 9 concludes the paper.
Stylized Facts
The sovereign default literature has concentrated on external debt dynamics, while very little has been said about domestic holdings of government debt. Reinhart and Rogoff (2008) review a large sample of default episodes and conclude that there is a "forgotten history of domestic debt". Domestic debt has been greatly overlooked despite the existence of vast empirical evidence suggesting that domestic debt dynamics are important to assess the sustainability of public balances. In this section, I present some stylized facts confirming the importance of domestic debt.
Data about domestic holdings of government debt were gathered from a number of different data sources. Most of the data were collected from the Quarterly Public Sector Debt database (QPSD) compiled by the World Bank. As some countries with interesting domestic debt dynamics are not surveyed (i.e., Argentina and Japan) in the QPSD, I complemented QSPD data with data from the International Debt Statistics database (IDS), also compiled by the World Bank, and with data from the Bruegel Sovereign Bond Dataset (BSBD). 6 Figure 1 describes the composition of debt at the end of 2011 for a sample of emerging and developed economies. For all the countries in the sample, the share of domestic-to-total debt is large. Even for small open economies like Austria and Ireland, the domestic-to-total debt ratio is above 0.25. The median internal-to-total debt ratio is roughly 0.6, meaning that internal debt is actually the largest component of public debt. 
Domestic Debt Size

Default Incidence
According to the conventional view, domestic debt is senior to external debt and episodes of outright defaults on domestic debt should be rare. Empirical evidence, however, does not support this view. Table 1 groups default episodes into different categories according to the jurisdiction of the debt titles involved. 7 About 55% of the default episodes between 1990 and 205 were non-discriminatory defaults on both domestic and external holdings of government debt. The case of Argentina is emblematic. Argentina defaulted three times since 1980-once on domestic debt in 1989 and twice on both external and domestic debt in 1982 and 2001. Table 1 displays the incidence of sovereign default episodes. Episodes are grouped according to the jurisdiction of the debt titles involved in the default. Non-selective defaults involve debt titles that were issued both in the domestic and in a foreign jurisdiction.
Defaults and Output Contraction
Countries typically incur output losses around default episodes. Table 2 shows the average evolution of normalized output around default in a sample of 49 default episodes. Default episodes are classified in two groups: "purely external" defaults only involve the external component of debt, and "also domestic" default episodes involve domestic holdings of government debt either because they are non-discriminatory defaults or because they are purely domestic defaults. Output contracts more around default episodes that also involve domestic holdings of government debt. Pure external default episodes are associated with a 1% contraction in output, while defaults that also involve the domestic component are associated with a contraction of output of more than 12%. The t-test for the means confirms that the output contraction is statistically different in the two groups. Reinhart and Rogoff (2008) also check for the differential response of output to domestic and external defaults and confirm that output fluctuation around default is smaller when default is limited to external debt. Table 2 describes the evolution of output around default episodes. The second and third columns display the evolution of output levels distinguishing between purely external defaults (30 episodes) and defaults that also involve domestic holdings of government debt (19 episodes). Figures are obtained averaging across default episodes and normalizing output levels at t − 1. The last column presents the t-statistics for the differences between the two series. (*) indicates significance at the 10% confidence level. (**) indicates significance at the 5% confidence level.
Defaults and Credit Contraction
Understanding why defaults on domestic debt are associated with greater output losses requires a deep understanding of the channels relating the sovereign bond market to the real economy. The theoretical literature has typically related output contraction to external factors such as the exclusion from trade and financial markets. However, this view has found little empirical support. Empirical studies (e.g., Sandleris, 2012) have shown that the reduction of trade volumes observed in the aftermath of sovereign default episodes is a consequence, not a cause, of output contraction. Similarly, the length of the exclusion time from financial markets is too short to explain the contraction of output. Table 3 describes the evolution of credit around default episodes. The second and third columns display the evolution of normalized private credit-to-GDP ratios distinguishing between purely external defaults (21 episodes) and defaults that also involve domestic holdings of government debt (16 episodes). Numbers are obtained by averaging across default episodes. The last column presents the t-statistics for the differences between the two series. (*) indicates significance at the 10% confidence level. (**) indicates significance at the 5% confidence level.
find that financial intermediaries reduce credit supply around default in a way that is proportional to their holdings of government debt. Intuitively, the greater the exposure toward government debt titles, the bigger the losses upon default. This finding is also confirmed by Sandleris (2012) . Table 3 displays the average evolution of the credit-to-GDP ratio around default episodes in a sample of 37 default episodes. 9 Credit is measured as the new loans supplied by financial intermediaries to the private sector. 10 Credit contracts 19% in the two years that follow a domestic default episode and only 1% in the aftermath of an external default. The t-test for the means confirms that the contraction of the credit market is statistically different in the two groups. 9 Data about the credit market are taken from the Financial Structure Dataset (FSD) created by Beck et al. (2009) . A complete list of the episodes surveyed is contained in Table 9 . 10 Data about other segments of the credit market-such as market for bonds-are scarce and incomplete. A few countries (i.e. Argentina) report information about these other segments. In all these countries intermediated credit is by far the biggest segment of the credit market and drives the behavior of the credit market as a whole.
Model
In this section, I develop a dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model with endogenous default risk that includes both domestic and external debt. The economy is composed of four sectors: firms, domestic households/investors, external investors and the government.
Firms
Output y is produced by perfectly competitive firms employing labor N as the only input factor. Firms are subject to a productivity shock z and the production function is linear in labor: 11 y = zN.
(1)
Firms are subject to a working capital constraint, as in Mendoza and Yue (2012) , and need to pay a fraction γ of the labor costs before output is realized. Anticipated wage payments are financed with intra-temporal loans l that are supplied by domestic investors against the payment of an interest rate r L . Firms' demand for credit l is determined by the working capital constraint:
where w is the wage rate. Labor demand N is chosen to maximize profits:
The first order condition associated with the maximization problem of the firm is
Equation (4) relates wages to the marginal product of labor and to the conditions prevailing in the credit market. Higher loan rates r L reduce the wage rates. Multiplying both sides of equation (4) by γN , I obtain the loan demand function that relates the credit demand l to the interest rate on loans r L :
Households
The economy is populated by a continuum i of households with mass one. Households value consumption c and dislike labor N according to the flow utility U (c, N ). Preferences are GHH:
The problem for the household is that of making contingent plans for consumption c, labor supply N , individual domestic bond holdings b H , and fresh equity issuance S so as to maximize its lifetime utility. Households supply labor to firms and invest savings either by purchasing government bonds or by supplying credit to firms. To ease the exposition, I discuss separately the labor supply decision, which I name the worker's problem, and the saving and investment decision, which I name the investor's problem.
Worker's Problem
Workers choose labor supply N and consumption levels c to maximize the utility of the households. Each period is divided into two interim times, morning and afternoon. In the morning, a fraction γ of the wage payments is paid to workers before output is realized. Workers also receive a lump-sum transfer T from the government and contribute fresh equity S to investors. 12 Workers budget constraint in the morning is
In the afternoon, workers receive investors' gross profits π I and the outstanding wage payments (1 − γ) wN . Resources are used to finance household consumption c. The budget constraint in the afternoon is
The maximization problem of the worker is
subject to
The budget constraint in equation (10) is obtained by combining equations (7) and (8).
The last two terms on the right-hand side of the budget constraint identify the profits from investment net of equity contributions. Net profits from investment are taken as given by the workers as they are determined in the investors' problem. The objective function (9) does not include the continuation value, as the labor supply choice is strictly intra-temporal. The first-order condition associated with the labor supply decision is standard:
Multiplying both sides of equation (11) by γN and rearranging the terms, I can express labor as a function of the credit supply l:
Equations (4), (5) , and (12) jointly determine equilibrium prices and quantities in the labor market as a function of the interest rate r L prevailing in the credit market. Ceteris paribus, higher interest rates are associated with lower wages and a lower supply of labor in equilibrium.
Investors' Problem
Investors choose the optimal investment strategy on behalf of the households. Investors have access to two different markets: the market for government bonds b H and the market for credit to firms l. Investors behave competitively in the market for bonds while they enjoy a monopoly in the market for loans. 13 Monopolistic investors internalize the impact of their choices on credit demand. 14 The problem of the investors is divided into two interim periods, morning and afternoon. Each period is analyzed separately.
In the morning, investors receive liquidity from maturing bonds b H . Liquidity is employed to produce loans l and purchase government bonds b H at price q. Investors may also issue fresh equity S to expand the resources available for investment. Investors' resource constraint in the morning is
Using the balance sheet identity, investors' net worth e after loans have been extended is defined as
Combining equations (13) and (14), I obtain the net worth equation:
Net worth is the sum of domestic holdings of government debt b H and the fresh equity S. , it is assumed that investors are subject to a capital constraint. The capital constraint introduces a link between the supply of credit and the value of investors' net worth:
Investors' net worth needs to be larger than the risk-weighted value of investors' assets.
(1 − ψ) is the risk weight assigned to loans to the private sector. Financial regulations assign no risk to domestic government debt issued in domestic currency. This preferential treatment is captured in equation (16) 
Constraint (17) is binding in the parameter space defined by the calibration in Section 6, which is why in the remainder of the analysis I assume that the collateral constraint is always binding. Equations (15) and (17) jointly describe the consequences of sovereign defaults on investors' balance sheets. Upon default, investors' net worth falls and their ability to supply credit to the economy is reduced. This mechanism endogenously explains output contraction upon default.
In this paper, I rely on the assumption that investment opportunities are limited to government bonds and private credit. Expanding the set of investment opportunities to include foreign government bonds would not change the functioning of the mechanism highlighted above as long as domestic investors hold some debt when the government decides to default. The amplitude of investors' balance sheet contraction and the output costs associated with a default, instead, crucially depend on the relative size of government debt in the portfolio of domestic investors. Stylized facts presented in Section 2 suggest that government bond holdings are a large fraction of investors' assets. In the calibration exercise, I choose parameter values to reproduce the same share of domestic government bonds in the investment portfolio of financial intermediaries that is observed in the empirics.
In the afternoon, investors receive gross interest payments (1 + r L ) from firms. Following the tradition in the corporate finance literature, it is assumed that equity issuance S entails some additional costs that are paid in the afternoon. These costs are summarized by the quadratic cost function Φ(S) = I S≥0 [φ 0 S + φ 1 S 2 ], as in Hennessy and Whited (2005) . 15 Income from investment π I gross of equity contribution is
Let B H ≡ 1 0 b H di be the aggregate level of domestic bond holdings andB H = H(z, B, B H ) the forecasting rule adopted by the generic investor to predict the evolution of aggregate domestic bond holdings. 16 The maximization problem of each investor on behalf of the household is
Subject to: 
Households' consumption and the cost of producing equity are financed with production, external borrowings, and government transfers. The first-order conditions associated with the investors' problem are
Equation (29) states that in equilibrium, the marginal cost of purchasing an additional unit of government debt equals the expected marginal utility derived from an additional unit of consumption and an additional unit of production. Equation (30) states that the marginal cost of issuing an additional unit of equity must equate the marginal increase in current level of output in equilibrium.
International Investors
International investors are risk-neutral agents with deep pockets. They have access to two different inter-temporal investment opportunities. The first investment opportunity is a riskfree asset that pays the risk-free interest rate r f in every possible contingency. The second investment opportunity is the risky government bond that pays 0 when the government defaults and 1 otherwise. As international investors are risk-neutral, the price q of government bonds is derived by arbitrage and is equal to
The price depends on the probability of default and on the risk-free rate. The higher the probability of default, the lower the price of government debt. Similarly, the higher the risk-free rate, the lower the price of government debt. The probability of default depends on the realization of three states: productivity z, government debt levels B , and domestic debt levels B H . Low productivity and high government debt levels make debt servicing more expensive and increase the risk of default. Larger domestic holdings of government debt, instead, reduce the risk of default, as they are associated with higher output costs upon default.
Equation (31) defines the market-clearing price of government bonds for international riskneutral investors. Under the assumption that the government cannot operate selective defaults, equation (31) defines the price for both the domestic and external components of government debt.
Government
The optimal government policy is defined by the government borrowing rule B * and the default decision def * that maximize the welfare of the economy. The government is subject to the following budget constraint:
Transfers and bond payments are financed by issuing new government debt. Combining equations (28) and (32), I obtain the resource constraint of the economy:
Households consumption and the cost of issuing fresh equity are financed with output and net external borrowings. In the non-default scenario, the optimal government borrowing rule B * maximizes the welfare of the household subject to the equilibrium conditions in the labor and credit markets derived in the maximization problems of firms and households. The government solves the following maximization problem
subject to:
Equation (36) describes the equilibrium conditions in the labor market and is obtained from equations (23) and (26). The first-order condition associated with the maximization problem of the government is
The marginal benefit of issuing an additional unit of government debt is the price q at which the government sells its bonds. The marginal cost of issuing bonds is the worsening of the borrowing terms times the size of external debt and the expected decrease of future consumption. In equilibrium, the marginal cost and the marginal benefit of issuing bonds equate.
Upon default, the government is excluded from financial markets. However, it can be readmitted with an exogenous probability λ. The welfare of the economy in the default scenario is expressed by
Subject to:
The government takes the default decision comparing households' welfare in the default scenario and in the non-default scenario:
The government decides to default when the welfare of the household in the default scenario is higher than in the non-default scenario.
Competitive Equilibrium
The recursive competitive equilibrium is derived in three steps. First, I define the optimal saving and investment policy of the household. Second, I turn to the definition of the optimal government policy. Finally, I characterize the recursive competitive equilibrium. 17
Saving and Investment Policy: The optimal individual saving and investment policy is a set of prices w CE * , r L,CE * and quantities b H,CE * with associated consumption, labor, equity, credit, and production plans {c CE * , N CE * , S CE * , l CE * , y CE * } such that for a given government policy {T, def }, for a given sovereign debt price q, and for a given forecasting Optimal Government Policy: The optimal government policy is defined by the government borrowing rule B CE * and the default decision def CE * that maximize the welfare of the economy given the equilibrium conditions for the labor and the credit market associated with the maximization problems of firms and households and given the asset pricing equation (31). The optimal government policy solves the maximization problem presented in Section 3.4. • The borrowing rule B CE * and the default rule def CE * solve the government decision problem, given the equilibrium conditions for the labor and the credit markets associated with the maximization problems of firms and households. • The taxation rule T CE * satisfies the government budget constraint (32).
Recursive Competitive Equilibrium:
Recursive Constrained Efficient Equilibrium and Pecuniary Externality
The constrained efficient equilibrium is derived by centralizing the problems of the household and the government. In the centralized version of the model, the government takes the saving decision B H,EF * on behalf of the household and simultaneously chooses the size of government debt B EF * . The government is still subject to the equilibrium conditions for the labor and credit markets derived in the household's problem and in firms' the problem. The constrained efficient equilibrium is derived in two steps. First, I define the optimal government policy. I then characterize the recursive constrained efficient equilibrium.
Optimal Government Policy: The optimal government policy is defined by the government borrowing rule B EF * , the optimal domestic saving rule B H,EF * , and the default decision def EF * that jointly maximize the welfare of the economy subject to the resource constraints of the economy and to the equilibrium conditions for the labor and the credit markets derived in the competitive equilibrium.
The optimal borrowing and domestic saving rules in the non-default scenario are the solution to
Equation (44) is the resource constraint of the economy while equation (45) summarizes the equilibrium conditions in the labor market and is obtained by combining equations (23) and (26). The first-order conditions associated with the centralized problem are
Equations (48) and (49) are identical to the corresponding first-order conditions (equations (38) and (30)) derived in the competitive equilibrium. Equation (29), defining the optimal domestic debt level, differs from equation (47) as it contains an extra term on the left-hand side of the equation. As the derivative of the price with respect to domestic bond holdings is positive, domestic debt is smaller in the competitive equilibrium than in the constrained efficient allocation.
Upon default, the government is excluded from financial markets. The government may be re-admitted to financial markets with an exogenous probability λ. The recursive problem of the government becomes
The associated first order condition is
The default decision is taken comparing households' welfare in the default scenario and in the non-default scenario:
Constrained Efficient Equilibrium: A recursive constrained efficient equilibrium is a borrowing rule B EF * , a domestic saving and investment rule B H,EF * , and a default rule def EF * with associated household consumption, labor, equity, and production plans {c EF * , N EF * , S EF * , y EF * } and equilibrium pricing equation q EF * for sovereign bonds such that:
• The borrowing rule B EF * , the saving and investment rule B H,EF * , and default rules def EF * with the associated consumption, labor, equity, and production plans {c EF * , N EF * , S EF * , y EF * } solve the centralized problem of the government defined in Section 5.
• The price function for government debt satisfies equation (31):
• The credit market, the labor market, and the goods market clear.
Externality
Sovereign default models typically assume that the government is a large player that efficiently manages the entire stock of debt. When domestic investors are introduced in the framework, the government loses control of debt composition while retaining control over the size of the debt. The suboptimality of investors' choices emerges comparing the firstorder condition for domestic debt in the competitive equilibrium (equation (29)) and in the constrained efficient equilibrium (equation (47)). In the decentralized equilibrium, domestic investors fail to internalize the impact of domestic purchases of government bonds on government borrowing terms. As a result, domestic holdings of government debt are inefficiently low. The externality is determined by the term
The size of the pecuniary externality crucially depends on the sensitivity of government debt
The externality is large when government borrowing terms are sensitive to the size of domestic debt holdings. The pecuniary externality also affects the management of external debt through the government borrowing terms. Lower domestic holdings of government debt worsen government borrowing terms and reduce the borrowing ability of the government. Table 4 reports parameter values that are used for the calibration of the model and the associated target statistics.
Calibration
The utility function is GHH and the production function is linear in labor. Productivity z follows a standard AR(1) process: log z t = ρ log z t−1 + t , where t is a normally distributed productivity shock with variance σ z . The autocorrelation parameter ρ and the variance of the TFP shocks σ z are calibrated using standard values to match the quarterly evolution of productivity. Investors' exposure is defined as the ratio between domestic debt and the value of financial assets held by financial intermediaries. In this model, investors hold only two types of assets: domestic government bonds and loans to the private sector. According to equation (23), the larger the size of fresh equity S, the smaller the holdings of government debt in the portfolio of domestic investors. Finally, ψ is set equal to 0.13 to mimic financial regulation requirements that prescribe a 0 − 0.8 risk weight on loans to the corporate sector.
As the choice of 0.13 is somewhat arbitrary, I perform a sensitivity analysis in Section 7.3 to check how a set of key moments are affected by different values of ψ.
7 Dynamics in the Competitive Equilibrium
Endogenous Cost of Defaults and Domestic Debt
With the introduction of domestic debt output contraction upon default arises endogenously and is determined by the size of domestic debt. The larger the size of domestic debt, the greater the output loss upon default. Domestic debt plays a disciplinary role by reducing the risk of default. Figure 2 describes the default set of the economy as a function of the states. Panel A shows that defaults happen when productivity is low and government debt is high. Panel B shows that the size of the default set is inversely proportional to the size of domestic debt.
The disciplinary role of domestic debt also affects the price function. Panel B of figure 3 describes the relation between sovereign debt price q z, B, B H and domestic holdings of government debt. The price of government debt is increasing in the size of domestic debt, meaning that, ceteris paribus, the risk of default diminishes when domestic debt is large.
19 Credit is measured as the new credit supplied in every period by financial intermediaries. The wage bill is computed as the labor share of the GDP. Data about credit supply and the labor share of GDP are only measured at the yearly frequency. I therefore computed the yearly ratios and assumed that they remain constant over quarters.
20 Data for domestic exposure are yearly and only available starting from 2000. because of the scarcity of the data, the mean and the variance for domestic exposure are calculated in the years between 2000 and 2011. 
Business Cycle Moments
The model is calibrated to reproduce the quarterly evolution of the Argentinean economy between 1980 and 2001. Results of the simulation exercise are summarized in the second column of Table 5 . 21 Panel A compares data and simulated moments for the statistics that were not directly targeted by the calibration exercise while Panel B reports results for the moments that were directly addressed by the simulation exercise.
The model predicts an average default rate of 2.5%, which is equal to the one observed in the data. While the model underestimates the size of aggregate and domestic debt- 15% and 0.09% in the model, respectively, and 48% and the 28% in the data-the average internal-external composition of debt is predicted accurately: 56% in the model and 58% in the data. 22 The model also captures about half of the observed average spread between the Argentinean 5-year bonds and the five-year treasury bills. Turning to the second moments, the model matches broadly well the relative volatility of consumption and output and the negative quarterly correlation between the spread and both output and consumption.
Data about credit supply L and debt composition B H /B are only available at the yearly frequency. The correlation between spreads and credit supply, as well as the correlation 22 A key challenge in the sovereign default literature is to simultaneously match the high default frequency observed in the data and the high debt-to-GDP ratios. In quantitative models of sovereign defaultsá la Eaton and Gersovitz (1981) there is a tension between the probability of default and the size of government debt-the higher the former, the lower the latter. The introduction of domestic debt reduces the tension between default rates and debt to GDP ratios and improves the quantitative performance of the model with respect to benchmark models. Still, the predicted debt-to-GDP ratio is far from the observed one in this particular calibration of the model. Lower discount rates generate debt levels that are closer to empirics. Table 5 reports moments obtained from model simulation. The first column contains the empirical moments while the second and third columns report moments obtained simulating the economy in the competitive equilibrium and in the efficient equilibrium, respectively. Moments are obtained simulating the model 100 times for 10,000 periods and averaging across the simulations. All variables are logged (except for ratios and spreads) and detrended. The variance of X is indicated as σ(X); the correlation between X and Y is indicated as ρ(X, Y ).
between debt composition and both output and spreads, are therefore evaluated at the yearly frequency. The model reproduces the negative correlation between government spreads and credit supply that is observed in the data. The supply of credit to the private sector falls when yields are high. This is the crowding-out effect discussed by Ardagna et al. (2004) and
Evans (1985) . 23 The model also replicates the negative correlation between spreads and the domestic debt-to-total debt ratio observed in the empirics. Spreads are high when domestic holdings of government debt are small.
Finally, I evaluate the performance of the model at predicting the evolution of output and credit around default. In the first quarter of 2002, following the sovereign default episode of December 2001, the Argentinean economy contracted 14% and credit supply contracted 27%. The model matches these two regularities broadly well. Output is predicted to drop 16% in the year following the default episode, while credit is expected to contract 22%. Figure 6 in Appendix A depicts the evolution of credit, output, and other variables of interest around default.
Sensitivity Analysis
In this section, I perform a sensitivity analysis to gain a better understanding of how a set of key moments react to changes in the parameters. Table 6 summarizes the findings of this exercise.
First, I investigate how the key moments react to changes in the working capital parameter γ. Parameter γ regulates the demand for credit in the economy. When γ is low, the size of the domestic credit market is smaller and the contraction of investors' balance sheets upon default is less harmful to the economy. It is therefore not surprising that smaller levels of γ are associated with higher default risk and lower debt-to-GDP ratios in equilibrium. The opposite is true when γ is high.
Second, I evaluate the model response to changes in the re-entry probability λ. As λ increases from 0.2 to 0.35, the average duration of the financial autarky decreases from 5 quarters to 3 quarters, making the default option more appealing. Higher λ values are associated with higher default rates, while lower λ values are associated with lower default risk and an improved sustainability of government debt.
I also check how the key moments react to changes of the parameters φ 0 and φ 1 in the 23 The model also predicts that the quarterly correlation between the interest rates on domestic loans r L and spreads is positive. This is consistent with the empirical finding that borrowing costs rise for the private sector when spreads are higher. Finally, the correlation between output and r L is negative when spreads are low meaning that, absent the risk of default, interest rates on credit are procyclical, as suggested by Becker and Ivashina (2011). Panel A in Figure 4 compares the policy functions for domestic holdings of government debt in the competitive equilibrium and in the constrained efficient equilibrium. Domestic holdings of government debt are inefficiently low in the competitive equilibrium. The inefficiency is caused by the existence of the pecuniary externality discussed in Section 5. Panel B in Figure 4 compares the predicted distributions of the domestic debt-to-GDP ratios in the competitive equilibrium and in the constrained efficient one. The domestic debt-to-GDP ratio is about 30% lower, on average, in the competitive equilibrium than in the efficient allocation.
The suboptimal management of domestic debt distorts government borrowing terms. The government faces worse borrowing terms in the competitive equilibrium than in the efficient allocation and this affects the management of aggregate government debt. Panel A in Figure  5 compares the policy functions for government debt in the two equilibria. The government issues an inefficiently low quantity of debt in the competitive equilibrium as a result of the pecuniary externality. Domestic investors lend too little to the government leading to under-borrowing in the sovereign debt market. This is also reflected in the distribution of the debt-to-GDP ratio that is reported in Panel B. Government debt-to-GDP ratio is about 0.25% lower, on average, in the competitive equilibrium than in the efficient allocation.
The last column in Table 5 contains simulated moments for the model economy in the constrained efficient equilibrium. The optimal management of domestic debt reduces default risk from 2.5% to 1.7% and improves government borrowing terms. The average spread falls from 530 basis points to 181 basis points. The debt-to-GDP ratio increases from 15% to 21%, while the domestic debt-to-GDP ratio increases from 9% to 12%. The composition of debt remains fairly stable and the domestic share of total government debt only changes from 56% to 57%. While defaults happen at a lower frequency, their consequences are more severe. The contraction of both output and credit upon default is sharper. This is explained by two concurrent factors. On the one hand, governments are less prone to default and therefore defaults only happen with very bad productivity shocks. On the other hand, defaults involve larger quantities of debt, as domestic and external debt are larger. Figure 6 in Appendix A compares the evolution of a number of relevant variables around default in the competitive equilibrium and in the constrained efficient one.
Optimal Pigouvian Subsidy
Domestic investors fail to achieve the social optimum, as they do not internalize the consequences of their own decisions on the price q of government debt. Investors under-lending leads to government under-borrowing, high default rates, and high government yields. Gov- ernment intervention, however, can restore optimality by introducing a Pigouvian subsidy scheme τ that restores efficiency.
Let τ be a Pigouvian subsidy on domestic holdings of government debt. The budget constraint (28) of the household becomes
Solving again the maximization problem of the household (19) by replacing constraint (28) with (56), the first-order condition with respect to domestic bond holding B H becomes
The optimal Pigouvan subsidy that eliminates the externality is
The Pigouvan subsidy scheme crucially depends on the sensitivity of government debt prices to domestic bond holdings: ∂q ∂B H . When government yields are not influenced by the size of domestic debt, the optimal Pigouvian subsidy is zero. Table 7 reports moments for the optimal tax rate τ . Moments are obtained simulating the model 100 times for 10,000 periods and averaging across the simulations.
Key moments for the optimal prudential subsidy scheme and the associated welfare gains are summarized in Table 7 . The average optimal subsidy rate is 0.31. Subsidies are more generous when the economy is doing badly and when spreads are high. The average welfare gain of achieving the constrained efficient equilibrium is 1.4%, measured in permanent units of consumption. Welfare gains of achieving the efficient allocation are typically small, while in this case they appear to be quite large. 25 The reason is that, moving from the competitive equilibrium to the efficient allocation, the economy improves along three dimensions. First, consumption smoothing is improved. As the government gains better access to international financial markets, it can smooth fluctuations in the business cycle more effectively. Second, as the probability of default drops, the economy experiences fewer sovereign debt crises. Finally, in the efficient allocation, domestic holdings of government debt are larger and so are credit and output levels.
Conclusions
The academic and policy debate about the sustainability of government debt concentrates on debt size and on the economic cycle to quantify the risk of default. While these two dimensions are certainly crucial to determine the risk of default, the domestic versus external composition of debt is equally important. In particular empirical evidence suggests that (i) domestic debt is big; (ii) domestic defaults happen rather often and (iii) output and (iv) credit contract strongly around domestic defaults episodes. Based on these regularities, I construct a dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model with endogenous default riská la Eaton and Gersovitz (1981) , which also includes domestic debt, and I calibrate it to match the quarterly evolution of the Argentinean economy.
I show that the composition of debt matters in assessing the sustainability of public balances. Domestic debt interacts with default costs and reduces government incentives to default. Consequently, I claim that the optimal management of government debt should not be limited to the management of debt size, but should also target debt composition. This is especially true in light of the fact that markets are not able to achieve the efficient debt composition autonomously. Wages Figure 6 describes the average evolution of output, credit, consumption, government bonds price, interest rates on loans, and wages around default in the competitive equilibrium (blue solid lines) and in the constrained efficient equilibrium (red dashed lines). Time is on the horizontal axis and spans from 12 quarters before to 12 quarters after a sovereign default episode. Averages are computed over a sample of 197 simulated default episodes.
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